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1. Control unit 

1.1. Control unit description 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Side cover trim (open) Access to fixation holes and connections (open/close with CLICK). 
2 Mounting holes (pre-marked). 
3 Fixation with DIN rail. 
4 Touchscreen (7” 150x85mm) 
5 Switch ON/OFF 
6 Supply input 9.0Vcc 2A. Jack connector (Female 5,5 x 2,5 mm.). 
7 Z1-Z4. 4 x Entries connection zones. RJ45 
8 Z5-Z8. 4 x Entries connection zones. RJ45 (1 INTERNAL Concentrator installed on Z8 - Freq. 1) 
9 RC. Reset Control Unit (Hardware). 
10 RH. Reset Hub (Internal concentrator). 
11 O1-O4. Output. Relays errors control. 
12 I1-I4. Input. External signs. 
13 RJ45. Ethernet connection. 
14 USB. 4 x USB ports. 

 
 
CONTROL UNIT DIMENSIONS 
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1.2. Accessory. Box connections description CCW001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 A – Side cover trim (open) Access to fixing holes and connections (open/close with CLICK). 
B – Main Cover (open) Access to connections. (open/close with CLICK). 

2 Fastening holes (Pre-marked). 
3 Fixation with DIN rail. 
4 Power supply input 90-264Vac 
5 Cable entries Zones-Bus RS485 (Connection of zones from Z1 to Z8) 
6 Cable output for Central Supply (9.0Vcc 2A) 
7 Exit zones to Central. (Z5-Z8). RJ45  Cable not supplied. 
8 Exit zones to Central. (Z1-Z4). RJ45  Cable not supplied. 

 
 
 
 
 
BOX CONNECTIONS DIMENSIONS 
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1.3. Control unit features 
Management control unit for emergency luminaires, and control of luminaires with ZD+ and ZDW system, Zemper. 
 
The control unit has the following hardware elements: 
 

- 8 independent zones for luminaires control. Each zone has the capacity to control a maximum of 125 
luminaires, with both systems: ZD+ (bus cable) and ZDW (Wireless). 

- Color touchscreen. Energy saving mode “auto on/off” 
- Internal battery (LiFePO4) 6.4V-1.5Ah. 3 hours autonomy. Total load in 3 hours. 
- Reset hardware button. 
- ON-OFF switch. 
- 1 Power supply input of voltage adapter – Jack connector (Female 5,5 x 2,5 mm.) 9.0Vcc 2A. 

Two power options: 
o With external power supply – Voltage adapter (Included) 
o With external power supply – From connections box (Accessory) 

- 2 input connections – RJ45 connector (Female), RJ45 input with 4 zones, total 8 zones. 
- 4 USB ports to communicate with the control unit. 
- 1 RJ45 port Ethernet communication. 
- 4 Control signals inputs (without voltage). Join terminals of each entry to activate. 
- 4 Relays “potential free”. They are activated with a number of errors in the control unit (configurable). 
- 1 internal concentrator, connected in Z8. Wireless system (Default in Frecuency 1 – Configurable). 
- Possibility of fixing with DIN rail. 

 
The control unit has the following software elements: 
 

- Multi-device control with: Smartphones, Tablet, Computer.  
- Remote Supervision.  
- Ethernet configuration.  
- Multi language.  
- Send alerts by mail.  
- Installation plans, visualization of luminaires errors, location.  
- Profile access with security password, different access levels.  
- Remote software updates.  
- Import-Export data, luminaires, configuration of the installation. 
-  

 
With this control unit you can perform the following operations: 
 

- Compatibility with luminaires with cable bus ZD + and luminaires without bus-Wireless ZDW. 
- Discover, add, eliminate, modify luminaires connected in different zones, either in a general, individual or by 

zones, without affecting the rest of the luminaires. 
- Check the status of the connected and discovered luminaires. 
- Check the status of the control unit itself. Situation of connected zones, type of communication in the different 

zones. 
- Remote control function. It allows the realization of general switching on and off the luminaires (both with 

network and without network). 
- Selective operations on luminaires: On, off, reset of luminaires. 
- Performance of emergency lamp test and autonomy to the luminaires discovered by the control unit, both 

manual, programmed and automatic. 
- The control unit updates continuously (configurable), the status of luminaires connected to it. 
- Maintenance. Notice date, to perform preventive and corrective maintenance. 
- Location of the luminaires in drawings. 
- Notice by mail, of luminaires with errors in the control unit (configurable). 
- REPORTS - LOGBOOK: Logbook of activities in central, possibility of export. 
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1.4. Box Connections characteristics CCW001. 
Accessory to interconnect the bus cables of the different zones and pass to a connection of the RJ45 type, necessary 
to connect to the control unit and supply power to the control unit. 

- It is an accessory, to facilitate the connections of the installation with the control unit. 
- Its use is not obligatory. 
- It could be installed next to the control unit, or even hide, to give a more unloaded sensation of equipment, it 

can be installed in false ceilings. 
 
The connections box has the following hardware elements: 
 

- 8 independent zones for, connection with terminals, the buses of the zones: ZD + (Cable bus) and ZDW 
(Wireless). 

- 1 Electric grid input, connection with terminals. 90-264Vac 50-60Hz. 
- 1 Output Power supply to the Control unit, with terminals, use a Jack Connector (Female 5.5 x 2.5 mm.) 

9.0Vdc 2A. 
- With this voltage output, no external voltage adapter-feeder would be necessary. 
- 2 connections - RJ45 connector (female), RJ45 input with 4 zones, total 8 zones. 
- Possibility of fixing with DIN rail. 

 

1.5. Connections 
 
Once the corresponding control unit is installed, power the central. Two options: 

- With external voltage adapter-feeder (9.0Vcc-2A). 
- With CCWS001 Connection Box. 

 

1.5.1 Connections zones in Control unit 
How to connect the bus-cables of the zones to the control unit. 
There are 2 connection options: 
 

- A) Without connection box (direct connection to the control unit): 
Connect the bus cables to the RJ45 cable, make the connection in a junction box or conduit. 
Cables not supplied. 
Voltage adapter (Included). 
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- B) With connection box CCWS001: 
Box - Accessory for connecting the bus cables. Outputs of Zones to the control unit with RJ45 cable . 
Cables not supplied. 
 

 
                           
 
 
 

1.5.2 Control unit connection – Computer or other devices. 
 

- The central unit has a Wi-Fi connection or ethernet connection. 
- Configuration of access addresses and permissions. 
- Connection and control of the different centrals with devices Smartphones, Tablet and Computer. 
- The connection is of the "Web Server" type. Enter in the device the IP address of each Central and it will 

connect directly. Upon entering, request a username and password. 
- Control of the Control unit, from any device is complete. 
- It does not need external module for connection. 
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1.5.3 Control unit connection – Communication luminaires RS485 (ZD+) 
 
Type of communication, between the control unit and ZD + System luminaires. Luminaires configured for RS485 
communication (See “Luminaire instructions”). 
 
The requirements of this connection are the following: 

- TYPE OF CABLE: Cable of at least two twisted wires, shielded, minimum section of 0.5mm. 
- Communication is maid by means of two wires with polarity (+, -). The shield of the cable have to be 

connected to earth. 
- Communication cable connections independent of the supply voltage. Separate junction boxes. The 
- Connection between the control unit and the luminaires will be made according to the figure, the connection 

with the luminaires cannot be branched. Small branches could be made on ONE LEVEL (d <5m.) and 
under the supervision of ZEMPER. 

- At the end of each BUS LINE, between positive and negative, install Resistance 100 ohms resistor 1/2 
Watt. 

- The maximum distance, <800 m., from the farthest luminaire, to the control unit, (approximately 300m 
above the plane). 

- 8 independent zones. Each zone has capacity to control a maximum of 125 luminaires. 
- The zones of a unit cannot be connected to each other nor to the zones of another unit.  
- Before connecting the luminaires to the zone, measuring that there is no continuity between all the cables. 
- Before connecting the luminaires to the zone, these must be numbered by the control unit (see “Numbering 

a light”) or by the Programmer-Control (see instructions of the programmer-control).  
- To connect the luminaires to the corresponding zone, it is not necessary for the luminaires to be numbered 

sequentially nor ordered in accordance with their proximity to the control unit.  
- The luminaires can be numbered from 001 to 125. Numbers cannot be repeated in the same zone. 
- Once the luminaires are connected to one or more zones and after connecting the zone(s) to the control 

unit, carry out an inspection of the connected zones (see "Discovering of luminaires"). 
- After recognizing the luminaires, check the installation. (see "Checking the installation"). 
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1.5.4 Control unit connection – Wireless communication luminaires (ZDW). 
Installations with more than 300 units (> 300 luminaires). 

Type of communication, between the control unit, concentrator and luminaires of the ZDW System. Luminaires 
configured for ZDW communication (See "Luminaire instructions”). 
The requirements of this connection are the following ones: 

- Only Install luminaries connected to mains supply. 
- Luminaires has a label with the serial number and FREQUENCY 1 (default). Number unique for luminaire. 
- After installing the luminarie, it should be noted into installations plan, serial number of installed 

luminarie  and the location of it. (Attached: Adhesive Label, on the side of the unit box with serial 
number and frequency. Paste on luminaire location on the paper plane)  

- All luminaires are configured with Frequency 1. 
- CHANGE OF FREQUENCY. In the installation, once installed the luminaires, the client or installer, will 

make the change of frequency of the luminaires, according to a study-plan or setting out of the installation. 
- The change of frequencies is carried out with the programmer control PZD250. 
- There are 6 different frequencies-channels (Fx), to make zones with each frequency. 

Connection with the CTE250 (Concentrator) 
- Type of cable: Cable of at least two braided wires, shielded with a minimum cross-section of 0.5 mm.  
- The communication is maid by means of two wires with polarity (+,-). The shield have connected to the earth.  
- The communication cables must be separated from the voltage cables (by different pipes). 
- Central distance-CTE max. <1200m., From CTE250, to the control unit. 
- Distance CTE-Luminaires 10m., From CTE250, to nearby luminaires, direct communication. 
- Distance Luminaires-Luminaires <30m., Distance between luminaires, maximum 30m. 
- The control unit has 8 zones. 
- Maximum number of luminaries per zone will be 125. 
- The concentrator must have direct communication (less than 10 meters) with at least 4-5 ... luminaires 

from the group of luminaires that you want to control. 
- The concentrator will be installed VISIBLE and ACCESSIBLE (Ceiling <3m or wall <3m.), Not in isolated 

rooms. 
- Once the luminaires are connected to one or more zones and after connecting the zone or zones to the 

control unit, perform a reconnaissance of the zones. 
- After recognizing the luminaires, check the installation. 

 
EXCEPTIONS: Installation zones with exceptions for Wireless communication. 

- In zones with specially reinforced walls and zones with metal structures, Wireless communication is not 
guaranteed. Install in these zones, luminaires with cable-bus communication (ZD + System). 
Stair cores, Covers, Technical galleries, Industrial zones, ...). 
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1.5.5 Control unit connection – Wireless communication luminaires (ZDW). 
Installations with less than 300 units (<300 luminaires). 

 
RECOMMENDED OPTION, in installations with less than 300 units, the discovery of the installation can be done 
with only one frequency, without the need to change the frequencies to the luminaires (Recommended option, all the 
installation in the same frequency). If the customer wants, he can perform the installation with different frequencies, 
according to the indications in the previous section. 
The customer-installer, responsible for carrying commissioning process of discovery the installation <300 units. 

- Frequency configured in luminaires and concentrators. FREQUENCY 1 (default). 
- NOTE: The discovering time, can be longer than 1.5 hours. (Long lasting waiting times when the all 

luminaires installation is in the same frequency). 
- The control unit incorporates an internal Concentrator (Zone 8 - Frequency 1, <130 luminaires), for 

more units to connect the other concentrators of the installation to the other zones. 
(Example: 1 to 130 CTE internal, other luminaires more, install CTE external) 

The requirements of this connection are the same as the previous section, the only difference with this option is that 
it is not necessary tp proceed at programming the frequencies to the luminaires. 
NOTE: Indicate in “Luminaires Ordering”, if different luminaires are needed, different at Frequency 1. Indicate 
models, quantities and Frequencies to be programmed in these luminaires 
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1.5.6 Wireless Exceptions  
 
Areas of a building with Exceptions for WIRELESS communication 
 
Due to the Faraday effect: 
"When a closed enclosure is covered with metal or, failing that, with metal meshes all over around, the interior of the 
enclosure is not influenced by external electric fields" "Electro-magnetic waves or signals are only transmitted from 
the outside" 
Depending on the metallic structures, communications can be highly affected, even blocked up, making impossible a 
stable and reliable communication.  
 
In these special and specific areas of the installation, it is recommended to connect luminaires with Cable-
Bus communications (System ZD +), to guarantee communication. 
 
Critical points of difficult wireless communication. 
 
- Fireproof evacuation stairs. Special reinforced walls, Shelter areas  
Due to the specially reinforced concrete structures in these areas, (for fire resistance requirements), as well as metal 
doors RF60-120). Makes these areas a critical point of wireless communication. 
We recommend to plan all fireproof evacuation stairs in one bus line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roof areas and over-roof technical rooms: 
In this locations we often find technical rooms (air conditioning, elevators, energy equipment), built entirely of metal 
structures, plus its interior, with many equipment and metal elements. The distance between luminaries is very large 
and with few units.  
Therefore due to metal structure and long communication distances must be considered as a critical point for stable 
communication. 
 
  In these areas, we recommend to Install cable-bus, with all the luminaires in the same cable line into one zone. 
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- Tunnels and technical galleries: 
These type of locations are built with specially reinforced walls and metal elements inside (pipes, power lines, 
pipelines). In addition, the luminaires are installed in line (one after another), with very large inter-distances. Wireless 
communications have the limitation of 6 "communication ?????" in luminaires installed in simple linear arrangement. 
In this type of installation, install cable bus, all the luminaires in the same line / s of cable or zone / s. 

 
SIMULATION: COMMUNICATIONS WIRELESS INSTALLATION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Areas of industrial equipment (technical industrial rooms): 
Premises or areas with a high density of metallic elements inside (air condition-ing, generator sets, motors, water 
pumps, pipes, power lines, pipelines). 
In this type of installation, install cable bus, all the luminaires in the same line / s of cable or zone / s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Zones with signal or frequency inhibitors: 
During the signal inhibition process, Wireless communication will be inhibited. When the inhibition process has 
finished the system will recover the communication automatically. 
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2. Main screen 
 
Being able to connect in multiple devices, the organization and visualization of the menus, can be changed to adapt 
to the size of the screens of each device. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.- "Home" button, Return to the main screen. Scroll through “Previous / Next” window 
2.- Click on "TURN ON / TURN OFF". Automatically, all the luminaires connected to the control unit will light up. This 
function is equivalent to the function of turning on a remote general. 
This operation will be carried out both in luminaires with a network and in luminaires that do not have a network. 
This operation can last between 1-5 seconds, depending on the number of zones that the control unit has. 
3.- Management Menus of the Central (Installation, Plans, Status, Test, System, Security, Configuration). 
4.- Identification number of the Installation, and name of that installation. 
5.- IP address assigned to that central, to establish communication with it. 
6.- Battery status of the Central. (Upward movement, loading, downward movement, discharging). 
7.- Date and time of the Control unit. 
8.- Date of next maintenance "M", configurable. (Green-maintenance OK, Red-maintenance date expired). 
9.- General condition of the luminaires of the Control unit. Total amounts of the installation, correct, incorrect. 
10.- State of each of the zones. Amounts by zones. Indication of the Wireless zones, by means of a symbol in the 
zone that is of Wireless communication, if there is no symbol, it is one with communication ZD + (wired). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                2         3                                              1 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
 
 
9 
 
10 
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3. Menus 
 

"Access": By entering in some menus that can performed actions on the installation or on the configuration 
of the control unit, you will always be request to access, as a registered user for this type of operation. 

 

3.1. Installation 
 
Menu for the implementation of start-up of installations, ZDW wireless luminaires and ZD + wired. 
 

3.1.1 Discovery 
Menu to start the discovery of the different zones and luminaires of the installation. 

- Once inside the menu, it shows us two options: 
 

- "Wired": In this screen we can start the discovery of luminaires connected to the central via cable (ZD +). 
 

- "Wireless": On this screen we can star the discovery of ZDW luminaires connected to the central unit through 
concentrators - Wireless-Wireless luminaires (ZDW). The discovery is done automatically. The control unit 
performs all the steps and indicates if the process is correct or if a process has not been carried out correctly. 
 

3.1.1.1. “Wired” discovery (ZD+ system) 
When you enter in this discovery menu, it only allows us to click on "Manual" (the wired luminaire do not have an 
automatic menu option). 
 

 
Once on this screen, several types of discovery can be performed. 

 
Discovery complete installation. 

- Click on "zone selection". Select all zones. Click on "All" (1-250) 
- Click on "Discover luminaire" to start discovery of the whole installation. 
- The Control unit initiates a discovery of the marked zones. 
- The results of the luminaires and discovered zones appear on the screen. 
- The control unit will remain inoperative until the discovery ends. 

 
Discovery of a complete zone or range of luminaires or determined luminaires. 

- Click on "zone selection". Dial the desired zone number. 
- Press luminaire range, "short" numbers (template 1-5, 8, 11) 
- Click on "Discover luminaire" to start discovery of the whole installation. 
- The control unit initiates a discovery of the marked zones. 
- The results of the luminaires and discovered zones appear on the screen. 
- The control unit will remain inoperative until the discovery ends. 

 
- The discovered luminaires, in the main screen or "status menu", appear in the corresponding zone as 

discovered-present (Green: correct luminaires, Red: luminaires with error). 
- Once the luminaires in the control unit are discovered, they become part of the system. 
- The luminaires, which have NOT been discovered, go to "pending list", see "Installation-Pending". 
- When a luminaire is NOT discovered, it is because it has not been discovered by the control unit and the 

causes can be the following: 
 The luminaire is not correctly connected to the system (Installation connection failure or communications line 

connection failure). 
 The luminaire is not correctly numbered (check numbering of it). 
 Damaged luminaire (has suffered a blow, network by remote control, etc.). 
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- Check the installation, to discovery all the luminaires, repeat these steps, to add luminaires. 
- After any reconnaissance operation, press "Home" to return to the main screen. 

 
 
 
 

3.1.1.2. “Wireless” discovery (ZDW system) 
Entering this menu, the steps for the discovery of Wireless luminaires are automatically initiated. 
Previous Excel templates with serial numbers of each zone have been loaded. 
Previously the zone has been configured as "Wireless" (See Manual 3.7.3 E) 
 

 
Once on this screen, it indicates the zones configured as "Wireless" and the serial number of the concentrator 
connected in that zone. 
If you do not indicate the concentrator serial number, check: wiring, concentrator, reset concentrator. 

 
Discovery of the complete installation (selection of all zones) or Zone (selection of zone) 

- Click on “zone” or “all zones” to select the zones to start Discovery. 
- Menu “Information”: List of luminaires loaded in that zone or zones. 
- Menu "Results". Result of discovered luminaires and the process being carried out. 
- Click on "Discover luminaire" to start discovery. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Current status of each process or status each 
luminaire: 
  "Discovering" "Association" "End association” 

Select Zones 

“Information” of 
luminaires in the zones, in 
Database 

Results ”in each state (Discovery - Association 
– End association): 
1. Green Color:   OK 
2. Red Color:       NO OK 

Filters  “information” or  
“Results” 

“RED” Color Central 
…In progress 

Press start 
“Discover” 
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Once the "Discover Luminaries" has been started, 4 processes are always carried out: 
- Procedure 1: Deleted   (30 seg.) 
- Procedure 2: Discovery (3 seg. X luminaire)  
- Procedure 3: Association (3 seg. X luminaire) + (Luminaires retries not associated) 
- Procedure 4: End of the Association (60 seg. + 3 seg. X associated luminaire) 

 
- Procedure 1: Deleted (30 sec.) 

The data clearing of the concentrator starts. 
- Procedure 2: Discovery (3 sec. X luminaire) 

The discovery of the luminaries begins, of all those that are with the same frequency of that 
concentrator (all, those of their zone even if there are other zones with the same frequency, 
hence the importance of separating the zones with the same frequency, the time of this process 
will depend on the number of luminaires discovered-discoveryd by the concentrator). 
The concentrator keeps an "uncovered list" with all the luminaries discovered. 

- Procedure 3: Association (3 sec. X luminaire) + (Programmed retries, luminaire Not associated) 
The luminaire association starts. It is to compare the luminaires loaded in each zone of the 
Central (previously loaded in each zone of the Central), with a list of "discovered luminaries" by 
the concentrator, if they coincide, they are associated, if there is no coincidence, they go to 
another "list of pending". 
Several retries are made, with which you could not associate. 
In the end, the associates, pass to "present" luminaries, those not associated with "pending" 
luminaries. 
The result of the association of each luminaire and the retries are reported on the screen. 
Filters can be done by numbering or by association result. 

- Procedure 4: End of Association (60 sec. + 3 sec. X associated luminaire) 
In this process, the communication paths are established, adding a short number to each 
luminaire. 
Only the End of association with the associated luminaries (with the non-associated luminaries, 
cannot) is made. 
 

- The discovered luminaires, in the main screen or "status menu", appear in the corresponding zone as 
discovered-present (Green: correct luminaires, Red: luminaires with error). 

- Once the luminaires in the control unit are discovered, they become part of the system. 
- The luminaires, which have NOT been discovered in a survey, go to "pending list", see "Installation-Pending". 
- When a luminaire is NOT discovered, it is because it has not been discovered by the control unit or 

concentrator and the causes may be the following: 
 The luminaire is not correctly connected to the system (grid connection failure). 
 The luminaire is not frequently correct in that zone (check frequency and numbering).. 
 The luminaire does not receive “isolated” signal (check installation, luminaire, add others nearby). 
 Damaged luminaire (bad communication board, antenna, etc.). 

- Check the installation, to discover all the luminaires, repeat these steps, to add luminaires. 
- To add luminaires, use the "Pending" menu. 
- After any reconnaissance operation, press "HOME" to return to the main screen.   

 
 

3.1.2 Delete 
3.1.2.1. Delete “Wired” (ZD+ system) 

 
 

 
 

- Select the zones, indicate the "short" numbers of luminaires to be eliminated. 
- All the luminaires in the zones can be eliminated, by range, individual luminaires. 
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- Once you have selected the luminaires to be removed, press "Delete luminaires" 
- The control unit initiates the erased of those luminaires. 
- On the screen it shows the result of luminaires eliminated or that it could not eliminate. 

 

3.1.2.2. Delete “Wireless” (ZDW system) 
 

 
 

- Select the zones (see Serial number Concentrator), indicate the "short" numbers or “serial number” (Press 
SN) of luminaires to be eliminated. 

- All the luminaires in the zones can be eliminated, by range, individual luminaires. 
- Once you have selected the luminaires to be removed, press "Delete luminaires" 
- The control unit initiates the erased of those luminaires. 
- On the screen it shows the result of luminaires eliminated or that it could not eliminate. 

 

3.1.3 Add 
3.1.3.1. Add “Wired” (ZD+ system) 

 
- See 3.1.1.1 “Wired Discover” 
- Menu “Installation-Discovery-Wired”, select zones and luminaires to “Add”. 
- Once you have selected the luminaires to add, click on “Send Request” 
- The control unit starts the “discovery” process, if they cannot be discovered, these luminaires are added to 

the “list of pending”. 
- In the Screen, shows the result of added luminaires. 

 
 

3.1.3.2. Add “Wireless” (ZDW system) 
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- Select the zones where to add luminaires. 
- Select by "Range", if you want to add a range (example: serial number 10000 to 10010). 

Serial number Initial to Final serial number 
Identifier number (short number), last short number of the list of that zone, (example: 195) automatically fill in 
the identifiers of the entire range. 

- If you want to add another "range" or individual luminaire, click on "+ Button". indicate the numbers of 
luminaries to be added. 

- You can add all the luminaires of the zones, by range, individual luminaires. 
- Once you select the luminaires to add, click "Add-query" 
- The control unit initiates all the processes of "discovery-association-completion", if you cannot discover or 

associate any luminaire, those luminaires are added in the "list of pending". 
- On the screen it shows the result of added luminaires. 

 
 

3.1.4 Change number ZD 
With the control unit you can program the number of ZD + luminaires (not ZDW). 
To program the number of a luminaire, follow the following steps: 

- Disconnect the luminaires from zone 1. 
- Feed the luminaire from the network and make sure that the LEDs of the luminaire are switched on. Now you 

can leave the luminaire connected to the network or disconnect it for numbering. 
- Luminaires can only be numbered one at a time. 
- Step 1: Connect the remote control / communications input of the luminaire, in zone 1. Press next. 
- Step 2: Enter the desired luminaire number from 1 to 250. Press "Start process". 
- Step 3: The control unit configures the new number. 

 
Repeat the steps, to number more luminaries. 

 
 

3.1.5 Pending 
3.1.5.1. Pending 

In this menu the undiscovered luminaires are indicated. 
All zones or zone to zone are indicated. 
Wireless zones (ZDW): List of the luminaires that are pending to be associated in that selected zone (they are the 
NON-ASSOCIATED luminaires). Identifier (short number), serial number, and nearby luminaire are indicated (closest 
light). 
Cable zones (ZD +): List of luminaires that have not been discovered in that zone. Only identifier is indicated. 
 

 
 
 
 

3.1.5.2. Discover pending 
Menu to add pending luminaires to the control unit. 
"Discovery" + "Association (only of the pending luminaire list)" + "End Association" 
On this occasion it DOES NOT CARRY OUT THE DELETION PROCESS (so as not to erase the data of the 
associated luminaries). 
If during this process of adding pending luminaries, there are still luminaries without being able to make the 
"association", they are memorized again. Thus, only the luminaires that remain to be associated will remain in the list 
of pending (Pending luminaires that must be checked in the installation to know the problem). 
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Repeat process for other areas with pending luminaires. 
 
There are two options, wired or wireless luminaires: 

- “Wired”.  
Select the luminaries to Discover, all or by zones or individual. 
Press "Run query" to start the process. 
The screen shows the result of the process for each luminaire. 

 
 
 

- “Wireless”.  
Select the luminaries to Discover, all or by zones or individual. 
Press "Run query" to start the process. 
The screen shows the result of the process with each luminaire. 

 
 
 

3.1.5.3. Delete pending 
Menu to erased the luminaries that are pending in the control unit. 
Select the luminaires to be removed, all or by zones or individual. 
Press "Run query" to start the process. 
The screen indicates the result of the Delete process. 
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3.1.5.4. Add pending 
Menu to add luminaires to the central. 
A new screen will appear where we can see a new data entry window. 
The serial numbers and the short number will be entered. 
It is necessary to Run query the database of the installation, with the data of serial numbers and short numbers, so 
as NOT to DUPLICATE short number. 
If NEW luminaires are added, put luminaire serial number and short number, continuation of the last short number of 
the Database of that zone. 
 
- Data entry window: 

o Identification number (short number: see Database  the zone-last short number+1, so as not to duplicate). 
o Mark if they are "wireless", if not checked, they are "Wired" (request other information). 
o Serial number of the luminaire to be added. 
o Serial number of the "Closest-nearby luminaire", so that the new luminaire is associated with this nearby 

luminaire, which has already been previously associated. (With this "Closest-luminaire" procedure, we avoid 
having to rediscover the entire zone). 

o Description of the location of the luminaire. 
o Zone where we want to add the luminaire. 
o Location of the luminaire. 
o Luminaire model. 

To add more luminaires, click on the "+" button 
Click on "Run query" to start the process of adding luminaires. 
New luminaires are added to the list of pending. 
If there is any wrong information, the screen indicates that it has not been able to add that luminaire. 
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3.1.6 Force Association (By quick method of “Closest-Nearby” luminaires) 
Menu to add pending luminaries, by the fast method of "Closest-Nearby". 
It is necessary to know the nearby luminaire already discovered and associated. 
Nearby method: It consists of adding pending luminaries, without needing to "discover" the zone, every time we try to 
associate a pending luminary. We will tell you to communicate with the nearby luminaire, as it is already discovered 
and associated, you only have to communicate with the pending luminaire, avoiding having to "discover" the entire 
zone. 
The "Discover" process is the longest one (it can reach 1 hour). A lot of time is lost, many very long processes. 
 
In this menu, we have a list of pending luminaires in all zones. 

- Select the luminaire or luminaires, to "Force Association". 
- Indicate the serial number of the "Nearby luminaire". Indicate several numbers of nearby luminaires, if you 

cannot with the first nearby luminaire, you will try the following. (see in plans which are the closest). 
- Click on "Send request". 
- The process of associating the luminaire or luminaires begins. 
- The screen tells us if the result was correct. If it is incorrect, it is left in "Pending". 

 

 
 
 

3.1.7 Concentrator Delete 
Menu to DELETE the data of the concentrator. 
Connect the concentrator to the central unit to DELETE-CLEAR. 
Select the zone or zones to Delete (connected concentrator). 
- Press "Send request". It asks us for a confirmation that we really want to erase. 
- When finished, "Complete Deleted" message or "Concentrator not Deleted" message is displayed 
 

 
 
 

3.1.8 Database update (Load Data in Control unit) 
Menu to load the database in the Control unit, with the information of luminaires of each zone. 
This process is necessary to discover Wireless luminaires automatically. 
 
For the loading of data (numbers) in the different zones of the installation (ZDW), it is necessary to previously carry 
out some steps to obtain and prepare the data. 
 

STEP 1: Registration of luminaires installed in an Excel table. 
DISTRIBUTION-REINSTALLATIONING OF FREQUENCIES of the installation. 
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Extract serial numbers from CAD drawings. By Frequency or Zone. 
The Excel table is used to enter the serial numbers quickly in the control unit. 
 
STEP 2: Assigning short numbers to each serial number (template.CSV). 
Each serial number will be assigned a short number from 1 to 125 (the exchange can not operate with long 
or 6-digit numbers). In "Wired" luminaires there is no serial number. 
 
STEP 3: Load Data or Excel table (template.CSV) in the Control unit 
It serves to load all the numbers in the zones of the installation in a fast way. 

 
STEP 1 and STEP 2: Register luminaires installed in an EXCEL table (.CVS "Delimited by commas"). 
Once the serial numbers of the installed luminaires have been identified and annotated, (Obtain the numbers of the 
drawings of the CAD installation, REINSTALLATIONING FREQUENCIES By Zone or frequency) an Excel database 
should be created (in .CVS) where all are recorded. the serial numbers that have been installed, with the following 
structure. 
(the template of this table will be supplied by Zemper): 

- Name of the columns (DO NOT CHANGE). 
- In the same Excel, you can load all the luminaires of the panel (Wired, Wireless). 
- Serial numbers, it is not necessary, although it is convenient that they are entered in the table 
consecutively, following an order from least to greatest. 
Important REINSTALLATIONING OF FREQUENCIES. You have to know what serial numbers are in each 
zone or frequency, to include them in one zone or another. 
- Duplicate, erroneous numbers are not allowed. (Impossible, luminaries with a unique serial number). 

 
 

      
                                            
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STEP 3: Load Excel table (.CSV) in the Control unit 
To load the Excel table of the installation: 
 

1- "Installation - Database Update" Menu 
2- In Control unit, Connect Pendrive / Ethernet. 
3- Press "Load file" .... Indicate file path "Template of installation.csv". Press "Open". 
4- Press "Upload to the database". 
5- On the screen, it indicates whether the file is correct or incorrect. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

zone:       (1, 2,….,8) 
 
Identification_number: (Short number: 1 a 125) 
 
serial_number:      ZDW Serial number (See plans)  

    ZD+ (empty) 
description:      Location 
 
model:      Model 
 
closest light:       Luminaire nearby1, nearby2,… 

Name columns (DO NOT CHANGE) template.cvs 
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3.2 Plan 
 

3.2.1 See plans 
Menu to visualize the plans of the installation and the existing luminaires. 

- You can locate the position of each luminaire, on the plane, from "Menu-State". 
- The incorrect luminaires are shown in Red, and correct in Green 
- Pressing, on a luminaire, we obtain your information and possible operations. 
- You can perform operations on luminaires, such as: On / Off, Test, Reset. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3.2.2 Load plans (.SVG) 
Menu to load installation drawings, in the control unit. The luminaires are previously positioned on their location. To 
place luminaires on the plans, an application external to the Control unit is used. 
Generate SVG plans, with Zemper application: “Floorplan.exe” 
Plans are loaded in .SVG format 
 

To load plans: 
1- Menu "Plans-Upload plans" 
2- In Control unit, Connect Pendrive / Ethernet. 
3- Name of the plan: Indicate name of the plan identification. 
4- Press "Explore plan" .... Indicate the file "Plan.svg". Press "Open". 
5- Press "Upload plan" to the control unit. 
6- On the screen, it indicates whether the file is correct or incorrect. 

 

 
 

3.3 Status 
Information menu, the status of the installation, and the status of the lighting in each zone. 
It shows the information of the number of correct "Existing" and incorrect luminaires "Luminaires with error" and the 
type of error of each luminaire. 
It also tells us, if the luminaires are in a different state than normal (in test, on, etc.) 
The states of the luminaires are grouped by zones (Wireless Zones "symbol", Wired Zones). 
The installation refreshes or updates the state of the luminaries, periodically. Configurable time 
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3.3.1 Zones 
To this zone status menu, you can also access from the main screen, by clicking on any of the zones. 
 

 
Click on the zone to be Run query. 
It shows us:  

- Wireless zone (“symbol”). 
 Tells us, the serial number of the connected Concentrator. You should always indicate the serial 

number. 
 If you do not indicate, the serial number, there is no connection, concentrator locked. 
 Also the status of the Concentrator with a "code 0-36". Press, to know the status of the 

concentrator. (free, pending, reset ...) “Check hub connection”. 
- Wired zone 

 Zone number 
- Total luminaires "Existing" (correct), "Luminaires with error" (incorrect) 
- The total number of luminaires in each zone are divided into correct and incorrect luminaires. 
- Access to detailed menu of existing luminaries and luminaires with error. 
-  

 
 
 

3.2.1.1. Existing luminaires 
By clicking on Existing Luminaires, the following menu appears, with access to the detail of each luminaire. 

- Locate luminaire in plan 
- Luminaire information (Zone, ZDW, Serial No., ID, status, model, number of emergency times) 
- Luminaire status, Test programmed. 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Luminaire detail 

Locate plan luminaire 
Update Luminaire State 

Luminaire information 
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3.2.1.2. Luminaires with error 
In addition to the above information. 

- Report the error of the luminaire (ID, serial number) 
 

 
 

 
The errors that may appear on this screen are the following: 

 
o SIGNALING lamp: The luminaire has an error in the signaling. 

 
o EMERGENCY lamp: The luminaire has a fault in the emergency lamp. In case of having more than 

one emergency lamp, it indicates that at least one of them has an error. 
This error may be due to poor lamp connection, burned / burnt out lamp. 
To correct this error, place the tube correctly or replace it with a new one (depending on the case). If 
the emergency lamp is of the LED type, replace the luminaire with a new one, coding it with the same 
numbering code as the replaced one. 
Then send a manual test on that luminaire (see "Order of luminaire test"), or wait for the control unit 
to re-launch an automatic test. The error will be corrected only when the luminaire carries out a 
complete emergency lamp test, and this is correct. 

 
o BATTERY: The luminaire has the battery disconnected, damaged or the battery protection fuse has 

jumped. To correct this error, check the battery connections, the battery protection fuse or replace 
the battery if necessary. 
 

o AUTONOMY: The autonomy of the luminaire is lower than the nominal thereof.   
 

To correct this error, change the battery of the luminaire. Then send a manual autonomy test on that 
luminaire (see "Order of luminaire test"), or wait for the control unit to re-launch an automatic test. 
The error will be corrected only when the luminaire carries out a complete autonomy test and this is 
correct. 

Before making the battery change, it is convenient to launch a test of autonomy to the 
luminaire to ensure that the luminaire has a real autonomy failure. If after carrying out this autonomy 
test, it continues to mark the error, then proceed to change the battery. 

 
o NO NETWORK: The luminaire is without mains power. 

 
o COMMUNICATION: The communication between the control unit and the luminaire has been lost. 

To correct this error, verify that: 
Luminaire Type ZD-ZD + (Cable Connection): Check if it is installed in its position, check the 
connection of the same to the communication line with the control unit. 
Luminaire Type ZDW (Wireless): Check if it is with mains power, installed. 
In case of checking that the luminaire has been removed from the installation permanently, remove 
the luminaire from the control unit. (See "Elimination of luminaires connected to the control unit"). 
All the errors, except the communication one, that are shown in this screen of the control unit, are 
also indicated in the corresponding luminaire by means of their status LEDs (see instructions for the 
luminaire). 

 
 

Luminaire detail 
 

Locate plan luminaire 
Update Luminaire State 
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3.4 Test 
Menu to perform actions (sending commands), on the Control unit, zones or luminaries. 
 

3.4.1 Operations 
Sent commands on the Control unit, zones or luminaries. 

- Multiple selection, by Central, by zones, by luminaire range, by individual luminaires. 
Rank, everyone (the whole zone, sent one command in one), Broadcast (the whole zone at a time). 
Wireless zones, luminaires can be selected by serial number (Dial SN) 

- Sent commands to the selected elements. 
- Result of operations, is displayed on the screen. 

 
Type of operations: 

- Switch on the luminaire (switch on the emergency light) 
- Turn off the luminaire  (Turn off the emergency light) 
- Reset    (luminaire reset) 
- Lamp test  (Emergency lamp test - Duration 5 minutes) 
- Autonomy Test   (Autonomy Test - Minimum duration 1h, 2h, 3h) 
- Peer Autonomy Test  (Lum Autonomy Test - Minimum duration 1h, 2h, 3h) 
- Odd Autonomy Test  (Odd Lum Autonomy Test - Minimum duration 1h, 2h, 3h) 
- Check zone   (Only wired luminaires ZD +, Flashing signaling) 

To check the communication on the cable-bus of the whole zone. 
- Stop checking zone  (Disable check signaling) 
- Cancel test   (Deactivate test) 

 

 
 

3.4.2 Test 
To program the tests that the control unit can send over the luminaires connected to it. 
It is possible to program several tests. 
In compliance with the UNE-EN-50172 standard. "Security lighting systems" 

Forces to: 
- Annual review of the autonomy (duration of the battery).   "Test autonomy" 
- Monthly review of the operation of the lamps / LEDs.    "Lamp test" 
- Record of the tests or revision carried out (Registry book).   "Event Registration-Central-Test" 
- Take measures for recharging batteries, after revisions.   "Test to Peers / Odd" " 

 
A) Types of Test: 
- Autonomy test: 

Objective: Check the status of battery life and operation of the luminaire. 
Download the luminaire battery. The luminaires will begin to perform the test, which will last 1, 2 3 or 5 
hours, depending on the nominal autonomy of the luminaire. 
Result correct / incorrect: Led green / Led Ambar 
The result of the tests is recorded in the luminaire. This information is transmitted to the control unit each 
time it is updated.   
 
 

- Emergency lamp test: 
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Objective: Check the status of the emergency lamp and operation of the luminaire. 
Turn on the emergency lamp of the luminaire. The luminaries will begin to perform the test, which will 
last 5 minutes. 
Result correct / incorrect: Led green / Led Amber-flashing. 
 
The result of the tests is recorded in the luminaire. This information is transmitted to the control unit each 
time it is updated. 

 
 

B) Schedule test. The following actions can be performed: 
- Name of the test. 

Name to identify the test to be performed. 
- Type of test. 

Autonomy Test or Lamp Test. 
- Enable / disable automatic / periodic tests, lamp or autonomy. 

If it is enabled, it requests us, period of repetition of the test, every x days. 
- Enable / disable the programmed test. 

If the test is enabled, if it is disabled, it does not perform the test. 
- Programming the date-time of the tests. 

Option to test "Par" or "Odd" luminaires. 
With this option, the autonomy of all the luminaires in the installation is not exhausted at the same time, in 
order to comply with the regulations. 
Date and time of start of the test or with option Pair / Odd 

- Multiple selection of luminaires, by central, by zones, by range, by luminaire. 
Luminaires on which the test will be carried out. 
Option "all", is a broadcast command, all the luminaries of the zone, at the same time. 

 
Once the test is configured, click on "Create new test", to leave it programmed. 
The programmed tests are displayed on the screen and added to the status of each programmed luminaire. 
 
 

 
 
 

3.4.3 Zone test 
This test is only for "Wired" luminaires (ZD + System) and with LEDs signaling. 
Test the communication between the control unit and the luminaires installed in the selected zones. 
It produces a flicker in the signaling LEDs, if it receives the command "zone test". 
 
Placing one or all of the zones in a test state allows: 
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- To carry out this communication test, it is not necessary that the luminaire has been previously discovered 
by the control unit. Simply connect the remote-control input of the luminaire to the zone to be tested. 

- To perform this test, it is necessary that the luminaires are connected to the network. 
- Once a certain zone is in a test state, it suffices to make a visual test of the luminaires connected in the zone, 

observing whether the signaling flashes or not, to know if there is correct communication or not, between the 
control unit and the luminaires. 

- In case the signaling of a luminaire does not flash, when the zone where it is connected is in "Zone test", 
check polarity, connections, distances, luminaire blocking. 
 

Click on the zones to be tested (only the "Wired" zones are). 
Click on "Start check" (Review zones in test) 
Press "End discovery" to end the test.  
 

 
 
 

3.4.4 Input/Output 
It allows to receive signals from other equipment (4 inputs - without voltage) and perform some action on the 
luminaires discovered in the control unit. 
It allows sending signals to other equipment (4 Outputs - without voltage), depending on the number of luminaire 
errors, which the control unit has. 
 

A) Inputs (see the status of the inputs – Digital Inputs) 
- In this menu, only the status of each entry is displayed. 
- For configuration of Inputs: 

"Menu - configuration - general information - Digital inputs". 
- The control unit has 4 inputs "Voltage-free contacts", which are activated by joining-closing the contacts of 

each input (A-B). 
- The actions to be carried out, when activating the inputs, are configurable (see "menu - configuration - general 

information - Digital inputs"). 
Type of actions to be carried out: 

- Switch on luminaire 
- Turn off luminaire 
- Restart 
- Lamp test 
- Autonomy Test 
- Test Autonomy pairs 
- Odd autonomy test 
- Check zone 
- Stop checking zone 
- Cancel test    

 
 

- Multiple selection of luminaires, by central, by zones, by range, by luminaire. 
Luminaires on which will perform the action. 
 

      
 
 

A-B open 

A-B open 
A-B open 
A-B  close - action 
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B) Outputs 
- The control unit has 4 relays "voltage-free contacts" that are activated depending on the number of errors 

that the control unit has. 
- For configuration of Outputs: 
- "menu - configuration - general information - Digital outputs". 
- The activation of the Relays is configurable and activated for a certain number of errors. By default they are 

disabled. 
- They are contacts to use with low power signals, to send alerts to BMS or other systems. 
- Maximum power 60W, connection in contacts. 
- Each relay has 3 contacts (C-Common, NA-NormalOpen, NC-NormalClosed). Without activating, they are in 

the NA position. 
- Two activation options:  

o Manual, relay activates when pressed. To check operation. 
o Automatic, actívate, according to error settings. 

Mode attended, deactivation of the relay. 
 

   
                                       
 
 

3.5 System 
Operating menus on the Central (not on installation). 
 

3.5.1 Shutdown  
Pressing performs a shutdown, by software, of the control unit. (Be careful, do not turn on software) 
To turn on, press the switch on the control unit. 
 

3.5.2 Full restart 
Pressing performs a restart of the Central (Complete), at the level of: Software, Processes, Hardware. 
Perform this Restart, after software updates. 
 

3.5.3 Software restart  
Pressing performs a software reset (Soft). 
Perform this reset, after making changes to the settings of the control unit. 
The configuration changes that need to be reset are indicated on the screen. 
 

3.5.4 Pause services 
Pressing pauses the status update services. 
When pausing, it does not update the data of the luminaries. To have status updates again, it is necessary to click on 
"Resume services". 
 

3.5.5 Resume services 
When pressed, it starts again the update of lighting conditions. 
 

3.5.6 Update 
Menu for the software update of the control unit. 
The software update packages are available on the Zemper server. 
It is possible to perform remote and local updates (via USB). 
 
Check for new updates: 

OUTPUT – MANUAL 
Activate relay, when 

pressed. 

OUTPUT – AUTOMATIC 

Activate relay, 
configurable. 
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- Click on "REMOTE database update", connect to the server and tell us if there are updates available and 
their versions. If there are versions available, mark the packages to update. 

- Click on "Update LOCAL database", connect with Pendrive-USB port. If there are versions available, mark 
the packages to update. 

- Click on "Update selected packages", to update the marked packages. 
- Complete reboot after updating. 

 

 
 

 

3.6 Security Policies 
Management of profiles and users. 
 

3.6.1 Log in 
User login, to access to the control unit. Luminaire. 
 

3.6.2 Log out 
User logout. 
 

3.6.3 Register 
Create access profiles, user, password, mail, name, surname. 
Pre-established access levels: 

- User:   Low level user only allows to enter the query and visualization menus. 
It does not allow to change configurations. 

- Operator:  High level user, allows to use all the menus. 
It allows to change configurations, except the configuration menu. 

- Administrator:  Administrator user, allows full access to all menus. 
- Zemper:  Administrator user, allows full access to all menus. 
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3.7 Configuration REPORTS - LOGBOOK 
Advanced configuration menu of the control unit. 
 

3.7.1 Advanced parameters 
Configuration of parameters, related to the operation, commands and operations of the installation. 
Access to this menu is only for "Zemper" profile. 
 

3.7.2 Database 
Configuration of parameters, related to the operation, commands and operations of the installation. 
Access to this menu is only for "Zemper" profile. 
 

3.7.3 General information 
Configuration of parameters, relating to the operation, commands and operations of the installation. 
Access to this menu is only for administrator profile. 
 

 
 

A) Central: 
Identifier of the central (number of central) (1, 2, 3, ...) 
Name of the installation (For your best identification) 
LCD screen time on (seconds). 
 

 
 

B) Maintenance Date: 
Notice of the next maintenance date "M", configurable. In the main screen it is indicated as: 

M: 29/12/2030 01:00:00     CORRECT. Maintenance date in forcé (Green, not expired) 
M: 29/12/2019 01:00:00     NOTICE. NEXT maintenance date (Yellow, revisión forecast) 
M: 29/12/2018 01:00:00     URGENT. IMNINENT or EXPIRED maintenance date (Red, Perform or Expired) 

It is possible to schedule four dates: 
Maintenance date. 
Green Maintenance (Days before date). To know that maintenance is in force. 
Yellow Maintenance (Days before date). To know that maintenance is next. 
Red Maintenance (Days before date). To know that maintenance is required or expired. 
 
Click on "Send maintenance configuration", to save the changes. 
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C) Language: 
Change the languages of the Central. 
Interface Language 
Language of the logs (language in which the data are saved, only Spanish and English) 
 
D) Network 
Network Access Configuration, to the central. 
Wired (Ethernet): Mac, IP, Door, DNS (Auto-Manual), Deactivate. 
Wireless (Wifi): Auto-Manual, search networks. 
 

     
 
E) Zones: 
Rename Zone (For better identification) 
IMPORTANT: Set the zone as wireless (Wireless) or bus cable (ZD +). 
Press, to save the changes, in "send zone configuration" 
 

 

 
 

In this menu, we can also send the command to force the zone to perform an association end (it is 
used, when the concentrator loses communication with the luminaires, to re-establish the communication 
routes) "FINISH ASSOCIATION", 
IMPORTANT: Send "COMPLETE ASSOCIATION" command to the wireless zone. 
Click on "Association completed". 
The process starts, to end association in the concentrator.  

 

 
 
 

F) Concentrator configuration: 
Set the FREQUENCY of the connected concentrators (only CTE250M, multifrequency concentrators). 
IMPORTANT: Menu to change the FREQUENCY to the concentrator. 

Wired network 
(Ethernet) 

Wireless 
network (Wifi) 
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a. Select the zone (concentrator to configure). Z1 .... Z8. 
b. Select Frequency-Channel (Frequencies 1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6) 
 

Click on "Modify channel" (Frequency), the screen shows result. 

 
 

G) Remote access: 
Configure to have remote access. 
Indicate Password and communication port 
Click on "Send configuration", the screen shows result. 

 

 
 

H) Date: 
Change date, time of the central. 
 

 
 

I) Digital inputs: 
Configuration of the actions to be carried out when detecting a signal in each one of the inputs. 
It allows to receive signals from other equipment (4 inputs - without voltage) and perform some action on the 
luminaires discovered in the control unit. 

o Multiple selection of luminaires, by central, by zones, by range, by luminaire. Luminaires on which 
will perform the action. 

o Type of actions to be carried out: 
 Switch on/off luminaire   
 Restart    
 Lamp test/Autonomy   
 Peer / Odd Autonomy Test 
 Check zone   
 Stop checking zone 
 Cancel test 

 
Click on "Send configuration DIGITAL INPUTS", on the screen it indicates result. 
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J) Digital outputs: 
Configuration of activation of the output relays, when detecting a certain number of errors in the control unit. 
By default, they are disabled. 
The control unit has 4 relays "voltage free contacts" that are activated depending on the number of errors that 
the control unit has.  

o Indicate from what errors in the control unit, the selected relay is activated. 
o Output type: How to activate the relay by "pulse" or "fixed” 

 "Pulse". The relay is activated for a period of time ("Duration") and deactivated again. To 
inform teams that only need an input edge detect the warning. 

 "Level". The relay remains active, while this condition or the signal is pressed as 
"Addressed", in the menu "Test-Outputs-Automatic". 

o Duration: (For Pulse output), Time that the relay is activated (Seconds). 
 

Click on "Send configuration DIGITAL OUTPUTS", on the screen it indicates result. 
 

 
 

K) Register (LOGS): 
In the installation, all the events or activities that occur are recorded. 
Backup: Select "Backup", to make a copy of the Logs stored in the control unit. 
Recommendation: make copies of LOGs. 
"Generate Excel": Export Logs. 
 
There are different types of records (LOGS). 

Hardware:   Hardware Events. 
Web:   Remote access events, external connections. 
Inputs / Outputs:  Events of digital inputs and outputs. 
Test:   Events of the programmed tests, commands, operations in the central. 
Status:   Events of luminaire status changes. 
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L) Report: 
 Option to Generate Reports (PDF) of the "State of luminaires of the Central". 
 

Select the different options to generate the report. 
o Name of the report 
o Time interval to generate: "Since ever". "One day". "Between two dates" 
o Include the tests finished: "yes" or "no" 
o Type of Test to include in the report: "Autonomy Test", “Lamp Test" or "All" 
o Period of Test to include in the report: "Last Test", Completed Tests ", Scheduled Tests" 
o List of luminaires that we want to see in the report: "Yes" (include luminaires without error), "No" 
o Selection of Luminaires and Zones to generate the report: “All” includes all the luminaires in that zone, 

or you can select a “range of luminaires”, (By ID-Short Number, from luminaire 1 to 250). 
 
Once you have selected the report options, click on "Generate PDF report" 
 
Example, Report in PDF: 
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M) Email: 
Sending alerts, by mail, when the control unit has more errors than those indicated in the configuration. 
 

Configuration of mail accounts:   (example configuration) 
Server mail out:    (smtp.gmail.com) 
Port:      587 Starttls 
 
Account of origin of mail   (sending email with error information). 
Mail destination account   (mail receiver, with error information). 
Periodicity:     Interval of Time, of query of errors to the central. 
Threshold:     Number of errors to send the alert. 
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4 Start-up of an installation from the beginning. 

4.1 Installation of Control unit-Concentrator-Luminaire 
 

4.1.1 Installation of luminaires: 
Once the installation of the power supply lines of the luminaires and the communication lines has been made, the 
emergency luminaires will be installed according to the installation "Luminaire instructions" that accompany the 
luminaires. 

4.1.1.1. Wired luminaires (ZD+) 
See 1.3.1 - 1.3.3 
A) Installation of communication lines. See manual 1.5.3 
B) Installation of luminaires. See manual 1.5.3 
C) Checking lines. See manual 1.5.3 
D) Check connection of luminaire to the communications line. 
Use option of the central: Central Menu "Zone Test". See manual 3.4.3 
 
During the installation of the luminaires, the following is very important. 
- Polarity (+ -) respect, when connecting to the communications line. 
- Number the luminaire correctly. Do not repeat numbers in the same zone. Use "Programming Controller 
PZD250". (It is possible to request on request, if they are numbered from the factory) 
- Write down the number of luminaires in drawings, when the luminaire is installed. 

 

4.1.1.2. Wireless luminaires (ZDW) 
See manual 1.5.1 - 1.5.4 
See manual 1.5.5 Wireless Exceptions for luminaire installation. 
 
A) Install the luminaires: Connecting them only to mains voltage. 
 
During the installation of the luminaires, the following is very important. 
- ANNOTATE in the installation plan, the serial number of the installed luminaire and the location of it 

(Attached: Adhesive Label, on the side of the unit box with serial number and frequency.) 
All luminaires are configured with Frequency 1. 
- CHANGE OF FREQUENCY. In the installation, once installed the luminaires, the client or installer, will 

make the change of frequency of the luminaires, according to a study or setting out of the installation. 
- The change of frequencies is done, with the "PZD250 programmer control" 
- There are 6 different frequencies-channels (Fx), to make zones with each frequency. 
 

4.1.2 Concentrator installation: 
Follow the "Concentrator Instructions" installation that accompany the concentrator. 
See manual 1.5.1 - 1.5.4 
 
During the installation of the luminaires, the following is very important. 
A) TYPE OF CABLE: Cable of at least two twisted wires, shielded with a minimum section of 0.5mm. 
B) Central distance-CTE max. <1200m., From CTE250, to the control unit. 

Distance CTE-Luminaires 10m., From CTE250, to nearby luminaires, direct communication. 
Distance Luminaires-Luminaires <30m., Distance between luminaires, maximum 30m. 

C) The installation has 8 zones. 
D) Maximum number of luminaries per zone will be 125. 
E) The concentrator must have direct communication (less than 10 meters) with at least 4-5… 

luminaires of the group of luminaires that you want it to control. 
F) The concentrator will be installed VISIBLE and ACCESSIBLE (Ceiling <3m or wall <3m.), Not in 

isolated rooms. 
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4.1.3 Control unit installation:  
 
See manual 1.1 - 1.3. 
Basic steps for installation, follow manual. 
Mounting options: 
A) Central and Accessory CCW001 "Junction Box" for zone connections and power installation. 
B) Central only, without connection box for zones (use channel or box), external power supply. 
C) Possibility of installation in DIN Rail. 
 

4.2 Documentation of the installation 
Documentation needed to start the "Start-up" process, prepare files, installation software. 
The documents will be previously delivered to the client, to be completed and sent to Zemper. 3 weeks before “start-
up” visit  
 

Project data. (Zemper delivers this documentation to clients, on previous visits) 
Protocol tests. (Zemper delivers this documentation to clients, on previous visits) 
CAD drawings, with architecture and with luminaire numbering. (Client sends to Zemper) 
 
 

4.3 Start-up of the installation 
 

4.3.1 Start-up of wired luminaires (ZD +) 
It will consist of the following phases: 

A) Connection of the zones to the control units. (See manual 1.5). 
B) Once all the zones have been checked (See manual 3.4.3) and the communication of all the luminaires, 

all the zones will be connected to the control unit. 
C) The plans of the installation (Autocad format) will have been previously sent with the corresponding 

position and numbering of the luminaires. 
D) Discovery of luminaires. It will be verified that all installed luminaires are discovered by the control units. 

(Manual 3.1.1.1 Discovery "Wired") 
E) When a luminaire is NOT discovered, it is because it has not been discovered by the control unit and the 

causes can be the following: 
 The luminaire is not correctly connected to the system (mains connection failure or communication line 

connection failure). 
 The luminaire is not correctly numbered. (check numbering of it) 
 Damaged luminaire (it has suffered a blow, network by remote control etc ...).  

 

F) Check the installation, to discovery all the luminaires, repeat these steps, to add luminaires. 
G) Add the changes to the luminaires of the installation (Add-Delete-Modify) 
H) System and central training, to the client 

 

4.3.2 Wireless luminaire commissioning (ZDW) 
 
It will consist of the following phases: 

A) Once the installation of ZDW luminaires and the necessary concentrators have been made, according 
to requirements, see the marked specifications (See manual 1.5.4). 

B) Perform Distribution-Stake Frequency Installation. 
C) Change the frequency of the luminaires, according to "Planning Frequencies of the installation". 

All luminaires are by default in Frequency 1. 
To change luminaires frequency, use the programmer control PZD250 (See Manual PZD250) 

D) Connection of the zones to the power control units. (See manual 1.5.1) 
E) Change the Frequency of the concentrators, according to "Planning Frequencies of the installation". 

All concentrators are by default in Frequency 1. 
To change the frequency of concentrators, use the Central menu "Configuration-General Information-
CONCENTRATOR Configuration" (see Manual 3.7.3 F) 
Each concentrator must have the same frequency as the luminaires in the zone to be controlled. 

F) Extract serial numbers by Frequency or Zones: With the setting of frequencies of the installation and 
distribution of zones, with their serial numbers, they are extracted from the plans, the serial numbers of 
each zone or Frequency. 

G) Prepare Excel template, with serial numbers and short numbers by zones. 
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H) Load "Template.csv" with serial numbers and short numbers, in the zones of the control unit. 
Use the Central Menu "Installation-Update Database" (See manual 3.1.8) 

I) Previously the zone has been configured as "Wireless" (See Manual 3.7.3 E) 
J) Start the Discovery of the luminaries of each zone. 

Use the "Installation-Discovery" central menu (See manual 3.1.1.2) 
K) Check the results of the discovery in the "Status" central menu (See manual 3.3). 
L) Check the "Installation-Pending" Menu for the undiscovered luminaires. (See manual 3.1.5) 
M) When a luminaire is NOT discovered, it is because it has not been discovered by the control unit or 

concentrator and the causes may be the following: 
 The luminaire is not correctly connected to the system (mains connection failure). 
 The luminaire is not frequently correct in that zone. (check frequency and numbering).. 
 The luminaire does not receive "isolated" signal (Check installation, luminaire, add other nearby). 
 Damaged luminaire (bad communication board, antenna, etc. ...). 

 

N) Review installation (solve problems, new, delete) 
O) To discover outstanding luminaries, use the "Installation-Pending-Discover Pending" menu (See 

manual 3.1.5.2). 
P) To add NEW luminaires, use the "Installation-Pending-Add Pending" menu (See manual 3.1.5.4). 
Q) To eliminate pending luminaires, use the "Installation-Pending-Remove Pending" menu (See manual 

3.1.5.3). 
R) Check the installation, to discovery all the luminaires, repeat these steps, to add luminaires. 
S) Add the changes to the luminaires of the installation (Add-Delete-Modify) 
T) Preparation of “final-plans”, by Zemper (2 weeks of work). Loading of the Plans file in Control unit. 
U) System and central training, to the client. 

 
 
 

4.4 Completion of installation. Training.  
Upon completion of the start-up, training of the Emergency Lighting System will be given to the maintenance personnel 
of the installation. 

- Manuals are delivered. 
- Software with installed plans and luminaires. 
- The installation is finished. 
- Complete "End of work" documents. 
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5 Installation maintenance 

5.1 Maintenance of "Wired" (System ZD +) 
 

Maintenance Guide "SYSTEM ZD +" 

FAILURE CAUSES SOLUTIONS 
Communication error all 
fixtures in one or more 
zones. 

- Locked Central control. 
 
 
 

- Power cycle the control unit. Waiting for the central control update information zones (5-10 minutes) 
 

 

- error in cable connection zones with the 
control unit. 
 
 

- Check the connections between the zones and the control unit. Pay attention that the connectors are 
securely fastened. 
 
 

 

- communication problem zones. By a programmer control, discovery the luminaires installed in each of the zones. 
- If the program selector properly discovery the fixtures installed in each zone, the zone is correct. This means 
that the control unit is faulty. 
- If the programmer with no luminaires control are discovered in the zones, the zones have a problem that 
prevents it can make proper discovery of luminaires. 
 

 Central control damaged Replace the control unit. 

 - Zones with problems. Contact Zemper to determine the next steps in order to locate problems in the zones. 

Communication failure of a 
luminaire. 

- it has been temporarily lost 
communication with a luminaire due to 
interference at some point in 
communication. 
 
 

- Wait 5-10 minutes and check that the failure of communication with the luminaire is maintained. 
- If after a while, it disappears the communication failure, this is due to circumstantial interference. The system 
works correctly and does not require further action. 
- If the communication failure is maintained communication with the luminaire it has been lost (see following 
causes). 

 

- It has lost communication with a 
luminaire because connection problems 
 

Check that the fixture is properly fed (TENSION). 
- Check that the polarity of the remote connection is correct. 
- Check that the fixture is installed correctly and properly inserted into the pre-panel. 
- If the communication failure is due to any of these causes, when connected correctly and after 5-10 minutes, 
will disappear communication error. 

 

- Luminaire blocked communications. 
 

- Disconnect the luminaire network and disconnect the battery. 
- Reconnect the battery and reconnect the luminaire and tension in the zone.  
- If the communication failure is due to this cause, plug it in and after 5-10 minutes, will disappear 
communication error. 

 

- Luminaire damaged. 
 

- If the communication error after making the above checks, persists, replace the lamp. 
- Before placing the new luminaire must be coded (with remote controller) with the number of the fixture it 
replaces. 
- After replacing the lamp, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, will disappear communication error. 

 
- No link between the remote control input 
of the luminaire and the zone where it 
should be installed 

Check that there is continuity between the positive zone and the positive input for remote control of the 
luminaire. Among the negative of the zone and the negative input for remote control of the luminaire. 

Luminaire without installing - The luminaire has not yet been 
discovered by the control unit or has been 
deleted. 
 

 
- Conduct a discovery of the luminaire unit (ONLY THE FIXTURE TO DISCOVERY want to add). 

 

After making the discovery unit, the 
luminaire is still not discovered by the 
installation. 
- Error in connecting the luminaire 
 

Check that the fixture is properly fed (TENSION). 
- Check that the polarity of the remote connection is correct. 
- Check that the fixture is installed correctly and properly inserted into the pre-panel. 
- Reset the luminaire, disconnecting network 230v and disconnecting battery. Then reconnect red230V and 
battery. 
- After reviewing these points, make a unitary discovery of the luminaire (DISCOVERY ONLY THE FIXTURE 
you want to add). 

 

- After checking the connections and 
make the discovery unit, the luminaire is 
still not discovered by the installation. 
- Luminaire damaged. 
 

- Replace the fixture. 
- Before placing the new luminaire must be coded (with remote controller) with the number of the fixture it 
replaces. 
- After replacing the lamp, make a unitary discovery of the luminaire (DISCOVERY ONLY THE FIXTURE you 
want to add). 

 
- No link between the remote control input 
of the luminaire and the zone where it 
should be installed 

- Check that there is continuity between the positive zone and the positive input for remote control of the 
luminaire. Among the negative of the zone and the negative input for remote control of the luminaire. 

Luminaire Emergency lamp 
failure. 

- During the last test performed lamp in 
the luminaire, the luminaire reports of 
failure thereof. 
- In the luminaire this state is indicated by 
the status LEDs. (Error LED flashing). 

- Perform a new test emergency lamp only luminaire that mark on lamp failure emergency, in order to ensure 
that the fault is due to problems of real emergency lamp and not by circumstantial causes. 
- If after this test fixture corrects the fault, the fixture is OK. 
- If after this test, the luminaire continues to set failure, perform the following steps: 
 

 

- The luminaire continues to indicate 
emergency lamp failure after performing 
the test lamp emergency. 

- Luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
- Before placing the new luminaire must be coded (with remote controller) with the number of the fixture it 
replaces. 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, the error will disappear emergency 
luminaire. 

Luminaire failure autonomy. - During the last test performed on the 
luminaire autonomy, autonomy has been 
less marked in the luminaire. 
- In the luminaire this state is indicated by 
the status LEDs. (Error fixed led on) 

- Perform a new test of autonomy only on the luminaire that mark failure autonomy in order to ensure that the 
failure is due to real problems of the battery and not circumstantial causes. 
- If after this test fixture corrects the fault, the fixture is OK. 
- If after this test, the luminaire continues to set failure, perform the following steps: 
- Replace the battery of the luminaire by a new, respecting the characteristics of the battery, indicated in the 
instructions enclosed with the luminaire.  
- After replacing the battery, connect the luminaire to TENSION again. 
- after at least 24 hours, perform a new test of autonomy on this luminaire. 
- At the end of the test (1, 2, 3 or 5 hours depending on model), the failure of autonomy is corrected 
automatically. 

 

- The luminaire continues to indicate 
failure of autonomy after replacing the 
battery and after performing the test of 
autonomy. 

- Luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
- Before placing the new luminaire must be coded (with remote controller) with the number of the fixture it 
replaces. 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, the error will disappear autonomy. 

Luminaire with signaling 
luminaire failure. 

- In today's luminaires are indicated by the 
LEDs. 

- Luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
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- A failure of the signaling LEDs indicated 
in the luminaire to see the LEDs off and 
on the status LEDs (LED flashing error). 

- Before placing the new luminaire must be coded (with remote controller) with the number of the fixture it 
replaces. 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes will disappear the error signal 
luminaire. 

Luminaire with battery 
failure. 

- Battery incorrectly connected or 
damaged. 
- In the luminaire this state is indicated by 
the status LEDs. (Error fixed led on) 

- Connect the battery correctly. 
- If he were already connected the battery, replace the battery with a new one. 
- After replacing the battery, connect the luminaire to TENSION again. 
- After 5-10 minutes, will disappear battery error. 
- If the error is not corrected, luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
- Before placing the new luminaire must be coded (with remote controller) with the number of the fixture it 
replaces. 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes will disappear the error signal 
luminaire. 

Luminaire with a fault 
(luminaire, autonomy, 
signaling, battery), but this 
failure is not indicated in the 
status LEDs luminaire 

- This luminaire is OK. 
- The error detected in the control unit is 
due to another fixture. 
- The marked location of this luminaire 
does not match the actual location of it. 

- Check the installation to locate where the luminaire in its LEDs indicating the fault detected in the installation 
is located. 
- Once located, reposition correctly according to plan. 

Luminaire indicates that you 
have all possible failures. 

- Error punctual communication between 
the control unit and the luminaire. 

- Wait 5-10 minutes and check the status of the luminaire again. 
- The error is corrected automatically. 

 

- communication error between the 
control unit and the luminaire. 

- If the error indicated by the luminaire is maintained permanently damaged luminaire. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
- Before placing the new luminaire must be coded (with remote controller) with the number of the fixture it 
replaces. 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, indicated errors disappear. 
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5.2 Maintenance of "Wireless" (ZDW System) 
 

Maintenance Guide "ZDW SYSTEM" 

FAILURE CAUSES SOLUTIONS 
Communication error all 
fixtures in one or more 
zones. 

Blocked central control. - Power on/off the control unit. Waiting for the central control update information zones (5-10 minutes) 

 Error connections in power zones with 
central concentrator controller (CTE250). 

- Check the connections between zones, Polarity Cable Bus -CONCENTRADOR and Central. 
- Pay attention that the connectors are securely fastened.  
- Check that the concentrators have 230v voltage (green-ON pilot) 

 Communication problem zones. - RESET concentrator: Disconnect voltage and battery and reconnect. 
- "Update" luminaires affected zones. "Configuration-General information-Zones-Association Completed" 
- If the process is completed. Luminaires OK 
- If the process fails, review, frequency, antenna location. Repeat "Update" 
- If the process fails again, CONCENTRATOR damaged. See item "Concentrator Crashed" 

 Central control damaged  
- Replace the control unit. 

 Problem zones. - Contact Zemper to indicate steps and troubleshoot zones. 

Communication failure of 
a luminaire.  

- it has been temporarily lost 
communication with a luminaire due to 
interference at some point in 
communication. 
 

Wait 24 hours and check that the communication failure with the luminaire. 
- If after a while, it disappears the communication failure, this is due to circumstantial interference. The 
system works correctly and does not require further action. 
- If the communication failure remains, more than 1 week, communicating with the luminaire it has been 
lost (see following causes).  

 - It has lost communication with a 
luminaire because connection problems 
 

- Check that the luminaire is properly fed (TENSION). 
- Check that the luminaire does not belong to another concentrator "near" the same frequency. 
- Reset luminaire: Disconnect voltage and battery and reconnect. 
- "Update" luminaires affected zones. "Configuration-General information-Zones-ASSOCIATE Completed" 
- If the process is completed. Luminaire OK 
- If the process fails, review luminaire, frequency, antenna location. Repeat "Update" 
- If the process fails again, luminaire damaged. See item "damaged Luminaire" 

 - Luminaire blocked communications. - RESET Luminaire: Luminaire Disconnect network and disconnect the battery. 
- Reconnect the battery and reconnect the luminaire and 230V zone.  
- If the communication failure is due to this cause, plug it in and after 5-10 minutes, will disappear 
communication error. 
Quickly check that no error Menu "State-Zones-Present / Error-Luminaire-Mas".  
- If there are no errors. Luminaire OK 
- If there is communication error. Review luminaire, number, frequency, control board. 
- If continuous error. See item " luminaire damaged " 

 - Luminaire damaged. 
 

- If the communication error after making the above checks, persists, replace the luminaire. 
Option 1: Zemper request (using special programmer plates) "New" plate communications with the serial 
number and frequency luminaire damaged. 
Upon receipt of the communications board "New", insert luminaire, luminaire installation. 
"Configuration-General information-Zones-ASSOCIATE Completed" 
- If the process is completed. Luminaire OK 
 - If the process fails, review luminaire, frequency, antenna and repeat "Update" 
Option 2: Change to new luminaire, same frequency and different from the number of damaged luminaire 
luminaire Install series. 
Annotate new luminaire serial number. (Using the same short number) 
Annotate short-View number luminaire damaged in Menu "State-Zones-Present / Error-Luminaire-Mas" or 
plan or excel sheet template installation. 
Menu "Installation-Add-wireless-zone", put Serial Number (New luminaire) and identifier (short number of 
faulty). Press 'Check'. Luminaire add process starts. 
If it is OK, added. 
Not OK, is added to the list of pending luminaires.  
Recheck luminaire, numbers, frequency. See item "Luminaire without installing / new" 
Try adding again from "Pending Installation-Pending-Discover" menu 
Repeat process until add the new fixture. 

 - Luminaire often assigned different 
Concentrator. 

All luminaires controlled by a concentrator must have the same frequency concentrator. (Frequency = 
Concentrator frequency Luminaires) 

Luminaire without 
installing / new luminaire 

- The luminaire has not yet been 
discovered by the control unit or has been 
deleted. 
 
 

Perform a unitary discovery of the luminaire (ONLY THE LUMINAIRE TO DISCOVERY want to add). 
Menu "Installation-Pending-Discover pending", select the luminaire. 
 
new luminaire: 
- Record number of new luminaire series. 
Annotate short-View number luminaire damaged in Menu "State-Zones-Present / Error-Luminaire-More" 
or plan or excel sheet template installation. 
If the luminaire, it was not in the installation (new). Score as short number, the next to last on the list. 
Menu "Installation-Add-wireless-zone", put Serial Number (New luminaire) and identifier (short number of 
faulty). Press 'Check'. Luminaire add process starts. 
If it is OK, added. 
Not OK, is added to the list of pending luminaires. See item "Discover Luminaires Pending" 
When replacing a luminaire faulty, damaged luminaire Clear and replaced by new. Menu "Installation -
Remove-Wireless-Zone-Number Series" Press Delete. 

 - After making the discovery unit, the 
luminaire is still not discovered by the 
installation. 
 

- Check that the luminaire is properly fed (TENSION). 
- Check serial number, frequency = Concentrator, Antenna, Short assigned number. 
- Check that the fixture is installed, not isolated from other luminaries of the zone (<30m.) 
- RESET luminaire disconnect 230V mains and battery. Reconnecting Network TENSION and battery. 
- After reviewing these points, make a unitary discovery of the luminaire (DISCOVERY ONLY THE 
LUMINAIRE you want to add).  
Menu "Installation-Pending-Discover pending", select the luminaire. 

 - After reviewing and discovery unit, the 
luminaire is still not discovered by the 
installation. Luminaire damaged. 

- Replace the fixture. 
- See point "new Luminaire" 
 

pendant luminaire - Luminaire discovered by failing to 
discovery. added and undiscovered 
luminaires. 

- Click on Menu "Installation-Pending". 
Pending: List of pending discover luminaires. 
Discover: Start the luminaires process of discovering the zone. 
Delete: Delete the pending list. 
Add: Add new as pendant luminaires. 

Emergency lamp 
luminaire failure. 

- During the last test performed luminaire 
in the luminaire, the luminaire reports of 
failure thereof. 
- In the luminaire this state is indicated by 
the status LEDs. (Error LED flashing). 

Perform a new test emergency lamp luminaire only luminaire that mark on luminaire failure emergency, in 
order to ensure that the fault is due to problems of real emergency luminaire and not by circumstantial 
causes. 
Menu "Test-Operations-Zone-Luminaire-Test Operation Luminaire". Press send. 
- If after this test lamp luminaire corrects the fault, the luminaire is OK. 
- If after this test lamp, the luminaire continues to set failure, perform the following steps: 
- write luminaries with errors (Nserial, Nshort) and location on plans. 
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- Perform a RESET of luminaires with errors. Menu "Test-Operations-Zone-Luminaire-Reset Operation". 
Press send. 
  NOTE: In a luminaire, it visually corrects the error, all OK green, but it is not solved yet, it is necessary to 
disconnect voltage, REPAIR BATTERY PROBLEM, LAMP, DISCONNECTED CABLES, PCB and 
reconnect voltage). 
- In case of failure (LEDs), replace it with a "new luminaire". See item "new Luminaire" 
- After checking / replaced the emergency luminaire or luminaire, perform a new test emergency luminaire 
this luminaire. 
- After 5-10 minutes, the emergency luminaire failure is corrected automatically. 

 - The luminaire continues to indicate 
emergency luminaire failure after 
replacing the emergency luminaire and 
after performing the test luminaire 
emergency. 

- Luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new luminaire 
- See point "new Luminaire" 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, the error will disappear emergency 
lamp luminaire. 

Luminaire failure 
autonomy. 

- During the last test performed on the 
luminaire autonomy, autonomy has been 
less marked in the luminaire. 
- In the luminaire this state is indicated by 
the status LEDs. (Error fixed led on) 

- Perform a new test of autonomy only on the luminaire that mark failure autonomy in order to ensure that 
the failure is due to real problems of the battery and not circumstantial causes. 
Menu "Test-Operations-Zone-Luminaire-Test Operation Autonomy". Press send. 
- If after this test fixture corrects the fault, the fixture is OK. 
- If after this test, the luminaire continues to set failure, perform the following steps: 
- write luminaries with errors (Nserial, Nshort) and location on plans. 
- Perform a RESET of luminaires with errors. Menu "Test-Operations-Zone-Luminaire-Reset Operation". 
Press send. 
  NOTE: In a luminaire, it visually corrects the error, all OK green, but it is not solved yet, it is necessary to 
disconnect voltage, REPAIR BATTERY PROBLEM, LAMP, DISCONNECTED CABLES, PCB and 
reconnect voltage). 
- Replace the battery of the luminaire by a new, respecting the characteristics of the battery, indicated in 
the instructions enclosed with the luminaire.  
- After replacing the battery, connect the luminaire to TENSION again. 
- after at least 24 hours, perform a new test of autonomy on this luminaire. 
- At the end of the test (1, 2, 3 or 5 hours depending on model), the failure of autonomy is corrected 
automatically. 

 - The luminaire continues to indicate 
failure of autonomy after replacing the 
battery and after performing the test of 
autonomy. 

- Luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
- See point "new Luminaire" 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, the error will disappear autonomy. 

Luminaire with signaling 
luminaire failure. 

In the current luminaries, the are indicated 
by LEDs. 
- A failure of the signaling LEDs indicated 
in the luminaire to see the LEDs off and 
on the status LEDs (Error LED flashing). 

- Luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
- See point "new Luminaire" 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes will disappear the error signal 
luminaire. 

Luminaire with battery 
failure. 

- Battery incorrectly connected or 
damaged. 
- In the luminaire this state is indicated by 
the status LEDs. (fixed led error on) 

- Connect the battery correctly. 
- If he were already connected the battery, replace the battery with a new one. 
- After replacing the battery, connect the luminaire to TENSION again. 
- After 5-10 minutes, will disappear battery error. 
- If the error is not corrected, luminaire damaged. 
- Replace the luminaire with a new 
- See point "new Luminaire" 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes will disappear the error signal 
luminaire. 

Luminaire with a fault 
(luminaire, autonomy, 
signaling, battery), but 
this failure is not 
indicated in the status 
LEDs luminaire 

- This luminaire is OK. 
- The error detected in the control unit is 
due to another fixture. 
- The marked location of this luminaire 
does not match the actual location of it. 

- Check the installation to locate where the luminaire in its LEDs indicating the fault detected in the 
installation is located. 
- Once located, reposition correctly according to plan. 

Luminaire indicates that 
you have all possible 
failures. 

- Error punctual communication between 
the control unit and the luminaire. 

- If the error indicated by the luminaire is maintained permanently damaged luminaire. 
- See point "Communication Error luminaire" 
- If you continue indicating errors. Replace the luminaire with a new one. 
- See point "new Luminaire" 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, errors will disappear. 

 - communication error between the 
control unit and the fixture. 

- If the error indicated by the luminaire is maintained permanently damaged luminaire. 
- See point "Communication Error luminaire" 
- If you continue indicating errors. Replace the luminaire with a new one. 
- See point "new Luminaire" 
- After replacing the luminaire, when connected and after 5-10 minutes, errors will disappear. 

CONCENTRATOR 
damaged 

- Luminaries zone with error 
communication. 

- Check Concentrator Central-wire bus connections, correct polarity. 
- RESET concentrator, disconnect 230V mains and battery. Reconnecting TENSION and battery. 
- If continuous communication error, Contact Zemper to indicate steps and troubleshoot zones. 
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